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About This Game

Lift It

Lift It is a fresh and dynamic game where you have to train your character in order to gain stats.
You can do 4 types of exercises: bench press increases your strength, squat your health, deadlift your defense and treadmill your

stamina.
Increasing your stats will help you to beat your enemies when travelling from the main island (Gym Island) to the other islands.

Beat the 8 gym owners in order to get money, that could be used to buy integrators or weapons.

Integrators and Weapons

With the money you earn you can buy integrators. Each type of integrator can boost a specific stat, doubling it temporarily (3
minutes per dose).

Once you have earned enough money, you can also buy some weapons from Bill, the armorer.
The weapons you can buy are: swords, armors, shoulder armors, shields and belts, each one affecting a specific stat.

These weapons are available in different quality: the cheapest is the wooden quality, then you can find iron, bronze, silver, gold
and diamond quality. Higher quality weapons give more stats multiplier.

Combat

You can also practice the sword fight with the 4 trainers in the Gym Island, and get money by beating them.
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With the skilled combat system, you have to guess where your opponent will hit you (up, down, left or right) and shield that
side. You can also attack in the same way and your opponent needs to guess as well where you are hitting him.

Other than the Gym Island, up to now there are 2 other islands where you can travel, Labyrinth Island and Zombie Island, but
more islands will be added with the updates.

Multiplayer

Fight against other players in a 1 vs 1 sword fight!
Other than skills, your stats and weapons quality can make a huge difference!

Other Activities

Lift it allows you to do some other activities in the game, such as playing the guitar with Rosario or Larry. 12 keys are assigned
to different parts of the songs, so that you can play them in the order you prefer.

You can also go to the bar and burp with Benny. There are different tonalities of burp, for a total of 2 octaves, diesis included.
Last but not least, you can have fun by dancing with Sarah, with a series of 12 famous dance moves, such as the Gangnam Style,

the Moonwalk and the Robot.

Music

There are more than 60 songs you can listen throughout the Gym Island. While training at the gym, rock music will help you to
feel powerful and push harder with the weights. While having fun at the bar, softer music will help you to relax or dance,

depending on what you decide to do.

Updates

The game is now an alpha build, for the moment, English is the only language available, but with the updates more languages
will be added soon: Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and French for sure.

The updates will consist in adding new islands to discover, new multiplayer modes, and new content in the main island too,
depending on the players feedbacks.
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This is one of the best single player strategy games I've ever played.. Well, the time has come. I have to write a negative review
for a Zeiva game. I love these games. I think they're emotionally great. This one, I wasn't into. It wasn't funny or charming. I was
just boring. I've heard all the jokes before, so Clich\u00e9 is pretty cliche. Like I said, I love Zeiva games and look forward to
every new one. This one, didn't grab me.. The new UI is bad. It is slow to use and does not speed up the game at all. I own FHM
1,2,3,4, and 5 and there are next to no real improvements and in some places it has become worse. The UI boggles my mind
though. The quick link buttons are small and in a different order than the above menu. This means slowing down mouse speed
so you can hit the right button. the home menu has quick links to buttons you hardly ever need and the buttons you do use are at
least two clicks away or in a useless small side menu. Often to get simple data you need to click many buttons. set lines still has
no lock function so if one player is injuried it can take forever to reset the lines. The data is just hard to read. They are still
stuck in the 90's with rows of numbers when this data could be easily displayed in graphs that are easier to read. The filtering
system is still the same that people have been complaining about since the beginning. All the developers seem to do is not listen
but continue to add new features that are only half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Don't buy it. The developers no longer should be supported.
The game is not moving forward as the developer have become married to their bad designed games. Not worth it even on
special.. This game is like Burnout 3: Takedown's Crash mode. It is simple and fun.. Hack and slash with absolutely no effort
put into the characters, party system, or the flying mechanic. A to go up, double a to go down meaning you go up then go back
down about 1.5 times as far as you just went up, or cancel wings and freefall before activating. Good luck being on the same
plane as your opponent. This game is garbage, wait until it's 10 bucks to check out the storyline, even the hook at the begining is
insanely underwhelming.. Awesomely aventure,
witha roguelitely elementha,
a manoeuvrablely good controlle,
for the avoidance of a bullethy hella.

Meany nasties would attack ya,
but you killem with your straima gunny,
Pretty artistic pixellate worlda,
and a nicely sonorous athmospheries.

Truly naicely recomended
for tha roguelitelies lovereres.. Full of bugs, don't buy it!
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Very fun game to play with friends with hilarious results. And for this price point it is the best bang for buck vr game I have
purchased.. Game looks interesting but the instructions don't look helpful, tutorial kind of helps BUT, I'm stuck. As in I can't
play the game properly. Everytime I click on a door to encounter it freezes, I have to restart the game and continue again to
continue with the encounter.

I'm playing on Windowed Mode, running a Nvdia GT 1080ti and Ryzen 1600x, so I don't think it's a problem with
requirements.. Very Calming. Really enjoyable story, its a choose your own adventure book with you as an elite pilot fighting
for the colonies against an oppressive empire.

Sieg Zeon!. We have:
-Nice graphics (like TF2)
-Trading cards (Great!)
-A working chat
-Multiplayer
-A lot of content (still want more)

We want:
-Better cards 2x2 not 50x50
-No microlags.It's stressing
-A better in-game reload
-Better animations
-More languages.You need a translator.
*********************************************************
In my opinion,great game for an early acces.Still needs improvement!
I think this game will be one of my favorite ones :)
Have a nice day!!!
  -Newbie Reviewer Sora. erm what a crock of poop. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Terrible puzzle game, you mostly have to
figure out the controls instead of figuring out the puzzles. Do not buy. better than cs:go. wasted 54 cents on this game
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